CHAPTER 77
Al-Mursalåt: Those Sent Forth
(REVEALED AT MAKKAH: 2 sections; 50 verses)
This chapter is, as it were, a supplement to the one that precedes it, for while it is shown
therein how the righteous attain to perfection — being the acceptors of the message —
here the fate of the rejectors is made clear. Those sent forth are the Divine messengers, the
rejection of whose message brings evil consequences, and that word, occurring in the ﬁrst
verse, gives its name to this chapter.
The fourth year of the call is regarded as the probable date of the revelation of this
chapter.

SECTION 1: Consequences of Rejection
In the name of Allåh, the Beneﬁcent,
the Merciful.
1 By those sent forth to spread
goodness!
2

Then those driving off the chaff!

3 And those spreading (goodness),
far and wide!
4

Then those making a distinction!

5 Then those offering the Reminder,
6

To clear or to warn! —

7 Surely that which you are
promised will come to pass.a
7a. As stated in 37:1a, attention is drawn in what are called oaths to certain indisputable facts, which lead to a conclusion. The conclusion here is that the opponents are
doomed (v. 12). The characteristics described in the ﬁrst six verses apply to prophets
whose opponents were destroyed. This is made clear by the mention of the appointed
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8 So when the stars are made to
disappear,
9 And when the heaven is rent
asunder,
10 And when the mountains are
carried away as dust,a
11 And when the messengers are
made to reach their appointed time,
12

To what day is the doom ﬁxed?

13

To the day of Decision.

14 And what will make thee comprehend what the day of Decision is?
15 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
16 Did We not destroy the former
generations?
17 Then We followed them up with
later ones.
18 Thus do We deal with the guilty.
19 Woe on that day to the rejectors!a
time of the messengers in v. 11, by which, of course, is meant the appointed time of the
destruction of the enemies of Truth. They are told to consider how Truth was spread by
former prophets. In the ﬁrst verse they are spoken of as being sent with ‘urf or ma‘r∂f,
i.e., goodness; in the second, as driving off the chaff of falsehood before them; in the
third, as scattering the seed of goodness far and wide or giving life to dead earth; in the
fourth, as ultimately bringing about a distinction (farq or furqån) between truth and
falsehood, and they give the Reminder that one party may be cleared and the other
warned. These considerations about the former prophets should lead the opponents to
the certain conclusion that the same Divine law was working in the case of the Holy
Prophet, and their doom was also certain.
10a. The disappearance of the stars (v. 8) was a sign for the Arabs of the befalling of
a calamity (53:1a); the rending asunder of the heaven (v. 9) indicated the same, because
the heaven was considered a protection. Compare 21:32: And We have made the heaven
a guarded canopy; see 73:18a. The passing away of the mountains signiﬁed the disappearance from among them of their great men, whose protection they sought in time of
distress. All these things, as the next verse shows, would be brought about when came the
appointed time of the messengers, i.e., the time of the destruction of their opponents.
19a. Note the clear words of this and the three previous verses. The former generations were destroyed because of their wickedness and others were brought up in their
place; such will always be the fate of the guilty — the day of their doom is the day of
Decision. A complete manifestation of that day is, however, reserved for the Hereafter.
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20 Did We not create you from
ordinary water?
21 Then We placed it in a secure
resting-place,
22

Till an appointed term,

23 So We determined — how well
are We at determining!
24 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
25 Have We not made the earth
draw to itself
26

The living and the dead,a

27 And made therein lofty mountains, and given you to drink of sweet
water?
28 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
29 Walk on to that which you
called a lie.
30 Walk on to the shadow, having
three branches,a
31 Neither cool, nor availing
against the ﬂame.
32

It sends up sparks like palaces,

33

As if they were tawny camels.a

34 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
26a. The word kif åt carries the signiﬁcance adopted in the translation, drawing things
to itself, referring to the law of gravitation. It further shows that all mortals, living or dead,
must remain on earth, and the belief relating to the ascent of Jesus to the fourth heaven is
erroneous. But kif åt also means hastening on and being swift in running or plying or driving and urging vehemently (LL), the reference being to the motion of earth in space.
30a. According to I‘Ab, the address here is to the people of the Cross (RM), the
believers in Trinity, and this may be the reason for calling their punishment dhß thalåthi
shu‘ab, a shadow having three branches. The word ˚ill used here means properly shade
or light of the sun without the rays (LL), but the word is extensively used to carry a
number of other signiﬁcances, such as covering, protection, a plentiful or an easy state
of life (T, LL). The three branches of it are the three characteristics thereof stated in the
verses that follow; see 33a.
33a. They reject the Truth and seek comfort and ease in material beneﬁts. They are
given a shade, but it does not serve the purpose of shade. It is devoid of the coolness of
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35 This is the day on which they
speak not,
36 Nor are they allowed to offer
excuses.
37 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
38 This is the day of Decision; We
have gathered you and those of yore.a
39 So if you have a plan, plan
against me (now).a
40 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
SECTION 2: Consequences of Rejection
41 Surely the dutiful are amid
shades and fountains,
42

And fruits such as they desire.

43 Eat and drink pleasantly for
what you did.
44 Thus do We reward the doers of
good.
45 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
46 Eat and enjoy yourselves for a
little; surely you are guilty.
47 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
48 And when it is said to them,
Bow down, they bow not down.
shade — they cannot ﬁnd solace in it. Nor does it avail them against ﬂames, which stand
here for the distresses of life. More than this, what they mistook for ease and plenty is
itself a source of distress. Sparks arise therefrom, not the tiny sparks of an ordinary ﬁre
but sparks big as palaces. In fact, the very palaces which they make for their comfort
turn into sparks, which set ﬁre to all around them. Perhaps there is a deeper reference
here to the modern implements of destruction on account of their magnitude and extensive destructive effect. These sparks are further compared to tawny camels, which is true
not only as regards their colour but also because of the succession with which these big
sparks follow one another, like camels walking one after another in a line.
38a. This gathering together will take place in the Resurrection, but the opponents
of Truth, earlier as well as later, are gathered together in punishment in this life, too.
39a. The opponents are even so early challenged to execute their plans against the
Holy Prophet.
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49 Woe on that day to the rejectors!
50 In what narration after it, will
they believe?
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CHAPTER 78
Al-Naba’: The Announcement
(REVEALED AT MAKKAH: 2 sections; 40 verses)
This chapter is entitled al-Naba’, or the Message of Importance, and the important
message which it gives to humanity is that God will give life to a dead earth through the
Prophet. The day of Decision is again spoken of here to show that Truth will ultimately
triumph and opposition to it will meet with its doom. Its revelation belongs to the early
Makkan period.

SECTION 1: The Day of Decision
In the name of Allåh, the Beneﬁcent,
the Merciful.
1 Of what do they ask one another?
2 Of the tremendous announcement a
3 About which they differ.
4 Nay, they will soon know;
5 Nay, again, they will soon know.
2a. Naba’ means an announcement of great utility leading to knowledge (R), or a
piece of information, news, tidings (LL). The original words are naba’ ‘a˚ßm, meaning a
tremendous or very great announcement, which also occur in 38:67. Some commentators take it to signify the Holy Qur’ån, others the prophethood of Mu√ammad and still
others the day of Resurrection. In fact, all three are included. The Qur’ån was revealed
as the greatest of the Divine messages hitherto given to humanity, because it was a message for the whole of humanity, compared with the smaller messages to this or that
nation. It was, moreover, the most complete message. It gave the great news that the
whole of humanity, not this or that nation, would receive life through it. They differed
about it not only in the sense thay they rejected it, but also because they put in different
suggestions, some saying that the Prophet was a madman, others that he was a dreamer,
others still that he was a poet or a fabricator, and so on.
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6 Have We not made the earth an
expanse
7 And the mountains as pegs? a
8 And We have created you in pairs,
9 And made your sleep for rest,
10 And made the night a covering,
11 And made the day for seeking
livelihood.
12 And We have made above you
seven strong (bodies),
13 And made a shining lamp,a
14 And We send down from the
clouds water pouring forth in abundance,
15 That We may bring forth thereby grain and herbs,
16 And luxuriant gardens.
17 Surely the day of Decision is
appointed a —
18 The day when the trumpet is
blown, so you come forth in hosts,
19 And the heaven is opened so it
becomes as doors,
20 And the mountains are moved
off, so they remain a semblance.a
7a. The earth is called mihåd or a place made even for walking upon (R). The words
here are similar to what is said in 2:22, where the earth is spoken of as being made a
ﬁråsh, i.e., an expanse or resting-place. The mountains are likened to pegs on the surface
of the earth.
13a. The seven strong bodies of the previous verse are apparently the seven major
planets of the solar system, the words above you clearly showing that the earth itself
belongs to the same class, and the sun, the centre of the solar system, is spoken of in the
words a shining lamp.
17a. That there is a day of Decision in this life, too, which is synonymous with the
ultimate triumph of Truth and the doom of opposition to its spread is amply clear from
all these early chapters.
20a. The description contained in vv. 18 –20 is a prophetical description applying
to the ﬁnal triumph of Truth. People will come forth in hosts, afwåj-an, to accept the
Truth; see ch. 110 — when the help of Allåh and victory comes and thou seest people
entering the religion of Allåh in hosts, afwåj-an; the heaven is opened and the dead earth
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21 Surely hell lies in wait,
22 A resort for the inordinate,
23 Living therein for long years.a
24 They taste not therein coolness
nor drink,
25 But boiling and intensely cold
water,
26 Requital corresponding.a
27 Surely they feared not the reckoning,
28 And rejected Our messages, giving the lie (thereto).
29 And We have recorded everything in a book,
30 So taste, for We shall add to you
naught but chastisement.a
SECTION 2: The Day of Decision
31 Surely for those who keep their
duty is achievement,a
32

Gardens and vineyards,

receives life, v. 19; the mountains — the great opposing forces — melt away, and all
that remains of opposition is a mere semblance.
23a. Ïuqub, of which a√qåb is a plural, denotes eighty years, or seventy years, or a
year or years, or a long time (see LL, which quotes various authorities for each of these
meanings). Whatever signiﬁcance may be adopted, the use of the word leaves no doubt
that the punishment of hell is not eternal. The use of a word which signiﬁes a limited
period in the case of the punishment of hell, while such words are never used regarding
the bliss of heavenly life, is a clear indication that the latter will never come to an end,
while the former shall; see 11:107a.
26a. The punishment of hell is described here as a requital corresponding to the sin.
It may have been noted that various names are given to hell itself, and various sorts of
punishment are spoken of. Thus every sinner has his own hell, corresponding to his sin.
30a. As they in their inordinacy added evil to evil, they shall have correspondingly
punishment added to punishment. The addition in punishment lasts only until the evil is
requited. See also 11:107a where it is shown that hell is not eternal.
31a. Note that the reward of good is achievement — achievement of the object of this
life as also of the great goal of the next life. It is this achievement which becomes a Garden.
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33 And youthful (companions),
equals in age,a
34

And a pure cup.

35 They hear not therein vain
words, nor lying —
36 A reward from thy Lord, a gift
sufﬁcient;
37 The Lord of the heavens and the
earth and what is between them, the
Beneﬁcent, they are not able to
address Him.
38 The day when the Spirit and the
angels stand in ranks; a none shall
speak except he whom the Beneﬁcent
permits and he speaks aright.
39 That is the True Day, so whoever
desires may take refuge with his Lord.
40 Truly We warn you of a chastisement near at hand a — the day
when man will see what his hands
have sent before, and the disbeliever
will say: O would that I were dust!
33a. Kawå‘ib is the plural of Kå‘ib which, when applied to a girl, means youthful or
one nearing maturity (LL). But it should be noted that neither the word kawå‘ib nor
atråb (“equals in age”) is preceded or followed by any qualifying words, and hence
kawå‘ib only means showing freshness of youth; see further 52:20a.
38a. The Spirit (al-R∂√) and the angels are spoken of together on three occasions in
the Holy Qu’rån; in 70:4, as ascending to God, for which see 70:4a; in 97:4, as descending on earth in lailat al-Qadr, for which see 97:4a; and here as standing in ranks on the
Day of Judgment. In 16:2, the angels are spoken of as descending with al-r∂√, which is
evidently Divine revelation. Al-r∂√ means Gabriel, or a higher class of angels above the
ordinary angels, or the spirit of man when it leaves the earthly body (RM). In the lastmentioned case the word al-r∂√ can be applied only to the faithful, people in whom the
Divine Spirit ﬁnds an awakening. As shown in 4:171b and 40:15a, the word al-r∂√ really
signiﬁes Divine inspiration or Divine revelation, and Gabriel is called al-R∂√ because he
brings the Divine revelation to the Prophet. The human spirit can, in fact, be called al-r∂√
only when it receives light through Divine inspiration. The meaning would thus be that
on the day of Judgment the faithful and the angels stand in ranks in the presence of God.
40a. The punishment of which the disbelievers are warned throughout the chapter is
a punishment near at hand, which term, like the nearer punishment of 32:21, indicates
the punishment of this life.

